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Come On In, The Water’s Lovely !
Sarah-Jane , the wife of our member, Rob
Jackson, with daughter, Tui, take to the
pool as at last the warm weather arrives.
As we suffered the seemingly interminable
rain of the winter just past, it was to days
like this to which we all looked forward.
Thank you , Sarah-Jane and Tui, for showing us how to enjoy keeping cool.

Stolen Medal Replaced
When Maurice Coleman’s home was burgled several years ago, he was very distressed that the thief had taken his Fire
Brigade Long Service & Good Conduct
medal . Maurice served in the retained unit
at Chippenham and was station officer in
charge for a significant part of his long service. At the time of his loss he made enquiries but was led to believe that the
medal could not be replaced. Then, a few
months ago, Maurice, now over 80, joined
this association and made his medal loss known to John Craig, our Secretary & Treasurer. John made it his business
to investigate the possible replacement of the LSGC medal and was successful in finding a commercial concern that
supplied the replica medal complete with inscription of Maurice’s name around the rim and also a case with the inscription “Station Officer Maurice Coleman, Wiltshire Fire Brigade” on the case lid. So, a happy ending and another
example of the many ways that WRFA strives to be of service to members.

How often do you log on to WRFA website?
Often members say to me, “I didn’t know about that!” and I have to answer with a question, “well, it’s been on our website for ages; when did
you last log on?”

Youngsters seem to never be off the internet but older folk find it harder to
develop the habit of using the internet for the purpose it was intended.
Our website is well maintained by our webmaster, JOHN COX, but he is
wasting his time as far as you are concerned if you only look at the site
once in a blue moon. Please log on regularly. JOHN CRAIG

The Annual General Meeting of our Association took place in a very upbeat atmosphere on 1st
June. For the second year running the event was held at the Cumberwell Park Golf Club on the
outskirts of Bradford-on-Avon and we were again blessed with very good weather. The AGM was
preceded by a three-course lunch and the cuisine was again to a very high standard putting
everyone in a good mood to approach the business of the formal meeting. Unconfirmed minutes
of that meeting are available on request to the Secretary/Treasurer. The undoubted highlight of
the meeting was the address by the Chief Fire Officer, Simon Routh-Jones, who gave a very

interesting and informative insight into the challenges facing the fire and rescue service both locally and nationally.
The Secretary’s report contained much that gave encouragement. John Craig stated that the
WRFA had advanced on every front and yet was retaining a strong financial position by spending
less than its income.
The election of officers was conducted by the President, Jerry Willmott, who chaired the whole of
the AGM. Bruce Bringloe had indicated his intention not to stand for re-election and Jerry thanked
him for his long and much valued service on the Executive Committee. Malcolm Jackson was
elected to serve in the place vacated by Bruce.
The election produced the following team for the coming year:
CHAIRMAN : Chris Wannell

VICE CHAIRMAN: John Cox

SECRETARY & TREASURER : John Craig

HONORARY AUDITOR:Neil Wright

NORTH AREA REPRESENTATIVES : Peter Mills, John Gentleman, David Ward
CENTRAL AREA REPRESNTATIVES : Win Huggett, Mildred Sunderland, Malcolm Jackson
SOUTH AREA REPRESENTATIVES : Jim Betts, Maurice Betteridge, Ludo Macaulay.

MALCOLM JACKSON
Malcolm Jackson is now one of the Central Area representatives on
the Executive Committee. With his wife, Faye, he now lives in
Melksham but during his long career as a senior officer in Wiltshire
Fire Brigade, Malcolm served and lived in the Swindon area. After
retirement from the brigade, Malcolm took up employment as a
health and safety officer in the construction industry. He brings to
the Executive Committee a wide experience of our service and life
in general.
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Health
Matters
News on the subject of
health

KEITH PENFOLD
Keith was admitted to GWH just before our AGM for treatment
for a severe skin complaint. He is now home again but continuing treatment in the hope of achieving a cure. Kath is awaiting
the call into hospital for a knee replacement operation. We
wish them both well with speedy recoveries.
Photo left : Keith Penfold at the WRFA Christmas Lunch 2013
Photo by John Craig

JOHN PERRY
John Perry has recently been given the good news that his lungs are clear
of infection after a protracted course of treatments. John and Maureen
have been invited back again to Jubilee House in Penrith by the Fire Fighters Charity so that John can receive further therapy and Maureen can be
given respite care. They will be going north in August. They go with our
very best wishes.

Photo by John Craig

JOE NASH
It was a pleasure to see Joe and Grace Nash at the AGM. Joe has had
a difficult year with several health problems coming his way. A knee operation led to a serious infection that required hospital treatment and
then he began to suffer from a severe skin rash over most of his body. He
was helped in the treatment of this by Grace smearing cream all over his
affected body parts. Joe reports finding this quite enjoyable !
We hope that Joe is soon fully recovered and that better health lies
ahead for him.

ACUPUNCTURE
The wife of one of our members is currently undergoing a course of acupuncture therapy to relieve pain in her knees. She reports being impressed by the early indications. It is known that painful knee joints is a very common problem suffered by many of our members.
The lady in question is prepared to talk to any members about her experiences of acupuncture so
far although her treatment still has a long way to go. For details, contact John Craig 01380 726343
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HEALTH MATTERS (continued)
HIP REPLACEMENT CEMENT BLAMED
FOR PATIENT DEATHS
The cement used in hip replacement operations was found to
cause a severe toxic reaction from which 62 patients had died
in the UK. This was identified in 2009 and made widely known
when a warning was issued by the former Chief Medical Officer,
Sir Liam Donaldson. Since that warning was issued, the orthopaedic surgery community has continued to use the cement and
a further 41 patients have died. Sir Liam has been quoted as
stating that the surgeons appear to believe that the benefits of
using the cement outweigh the risks. Patient groups are alarmed
and believe that the number of deaths is more than has been
recorded due to under reporting. The deaths result from the
cement causing raised blood pressure leading to heart attack.

GOOD NEWS & BAD NEWS ABOUT SKIN
CANCER
The most dangerous form of skin cancer, MALIGNANT MELANOMA, is now the 5th most common form of cancer in the UK. It is caused by damage to the skin done by ultra violet rays from the
sun. Recent research results published by Manchester University state that sun screen lotions and
creams, even those with the highest protective factor (50+), may not give enough protection to prevent melanoma. The advice is to limit exposure time and use sun screen products in combination with
other protection such as wearing a hat and covering skin with light clothing.

Better news comes from the NHS because clearance to use as new
drug that extends the life of those with melanoma has just be given.
The drug is called ipilimumab and an estimated 2,000 patients every
year are likely to benefit from its use.

CUTTING EDGE BREAST CANCER
TREATMENTCOMES TO WILTSHIRE
Mr Nathan Coombs FRCS, a consultant breast surgeon, is offering from this summer one of the latest
forms of breast cancer treatments. The Breast Cancer Clinic in Swindon is the only cancer centre in the
South and West providing radiotherapy to patients at
the time of surgery. The alternative is for the patient
to have to travel to radiotherapy centres during recovery from the surgery and this can mean the expense and inconvenience of daily journeys over several weeks.
The Breast Clinic is located in the Shalbourne Suite at
Great Western Hospital. For a consultation with Mr
Coombs, contact his secretary on 01793 646067.
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Fire & Rescue
News & Views

A modern airport crash tender is capable of rapidly applying foam or water with only a single
crew member on board.
Photo: wo.st.01/wikipaedia
Concerns Grow About AFFR Staffing

The European Aviation Safety Agency has recently issued a directive that limits the role of the Airport Fire Fighting & Rescue Service to dealing with exterior fire on an aircraft incident happening
on the airport. The guidance states that the role of rescue and fire fighting inside the aircraft fuselage should be left to the local authority fire & rescue service. The change in tactical guidance is
probably based on the fact that modern crash tenders can perform the task of suppressing fire on
the aircraft exterior with only a single person on each crew. This has caused alarm within the airport fire services that the directive could be used by their employers to reduce staffing levels.
When ‘Plan Bee’
Started A Fire!
A lady in Manea,
Cambridgeshire was
determined to drive bees from a nest
they had formed in her house chimney so she lit a fire in the fire place
hoping to smoke them out. However,
she had not reckoned on the
amount of flammable wax the bees
had deposited in the flue and soon a
severe chimney fire was in progress
requiring the attendance of the FRS.
They declared it a particularly difficult fire to extinguish and urged other householders faced with the same
problem not to resort to the

LFB TRYING TO GET
PLUGGED IN
London Fire Brigade is trialing its first allelectric emergency response car, a
BMWi3. The car is being used by senior
officers during the trial and is being
used to attend major incidents.
The Government has provided LFB with
£592,500 to pay for the provision of
charging points on fire stations.

In the Queen’s Birthday Honours List just published that saw a person honoured
with an OBE “for chocolate making”, the fire and rescue service does not seem
to have faired particularly well. However, we warmly congratulate Chief Fire Officer Jonathon Geoffrey Hall of Gloucestershire FRS on being awarded the
Queen’s Fire Service Medal. CFO Hall is our neighbour in Gloucestershire.
An even higher honour of the OBE was awarded to John Barton , the General
Secretary of the Retained Fire Fighters Union. Our warmest congratulations go to
John too.
The names of the few other fire service recipients of honours have been widely
publicised already but if any member requires further information please contact
01380 726343
HOVERING ABOUT FOR SOMETHING TO DO!

Gloucestershire Fire & Rescue Service purchased two hovercraft complete with road transport trailers in 2009 at a cost of
£110,000. This was done in the aftermath of the serious flooding
in the county in 2007. However, since they were placed into
service, the hovercraft have not once been used operationally. Their only outings have been for training purposes and for
displays to the media. Now the service is approaching other
organisations in the area in the hope that they can think of
some reason to call upon the hovercraft that will hopefully
eventually justify the money spent on them and the training
time invested. They are not suitable for fishing trips...too noisy,
they scare the fish away!
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David & Isobel Turner
David Turner joined the WRFA in May having
moved with his wife, Isobel, from Barnstaple
in Devon to Warminster.
David Joined Greater Manchester Fire Service and then moved to Devon Fire & Rescue after a period of secondment to the
Crown Inspectorate.
David is now retired and enjoys a game of
golf and he and Isobel are looking forward
to participating in our social life.

New CEO of Fire Fighters Charity
The Board of Trustees of the FIRE FIGHTERS CHARITY has been pleased to
announce that Dr Jill Tolfrey has been appointed to succeed John Parry
as Chief Executive Officer. Dr Tolfrey is a qualified Chartered Physiotherapist with clinical, educational and research experience. Before accepting the appointment to head our charity, Dr Tolfrey was a professional
advisor for Allied Health Professions at East of England Strategic Health
Authority. She also spent five years as Director of Practice and Development at the Chartered Society of Physiotherapy.

Fire Authority Chairman to Step Down
Councillor Graham Payne, the Chairman of Wiltshire & Swindon
Fire Authority has announced that he will not stand again for reelection to that chair because of a spat with his colleagues on
Wiltshire Council. The disagreement has arisen over the proposal
to amalgamate the Wiltshire Fire & Rescue Service with that of
Dorset because both services are facing major cuts in Government grant and a merger is seen by both chief fire officers as a
positive way forward. Councillor Payne supports the proposal to
merge but the Wiltshire Council administration wishes to have the
chance to make their case which is that the merger can be
avoided and the savings made if the council takes over the back
office functions of the service.
At the AGM of the WRFA on June 1st, the Chief Fire Officer of Wiltshire, Simon Routh-Jones, treated the meeting to a detailed explanation of the severe crisis facing the fire authority if action is not
soon taken to find the savings necessary. He explained that the
option that Wiltshire Council is now pushing forward has already
been considered and rejected as not able to solve the problem.

Graham Payne

He went on to explain that over and above the solution to the funding issue, a merger would present other distinct advantages and ensure a continuation of an effective front line service to the
public. Evidently, the merger is now officially placed on hold.
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DRAY HORSE HOLIDAY
Every year the dray horses owned by Wadworths Brewery in
Devizes are given a two-weeks holiday in a field at Poulshot
behind The Raven pub. This year, if you come to The Raven
at noon on 8th August you should see these lovely shire horses starting their holiday with a pint of beer . Why not bring
the grandchildren and/or children along and then stay for a
pub lunch?

Photos by
Courtesy of
Wiltshire Gazette
and Herald

SUMMER BUFFET LUNCH AT WILTON HOUSE
The WRFA has secured a group booking for a cold buffet lunch at THE PALLADIUM RESTAURANT at WILTON
HOUSE at noon on 16th AUGUST 2014. The cost for a two-course lunch is £14.00. On the same day, the Wessex
Country Fair will be held in the parkland surrounding Wilton House with many attractions. Entry to the fair is
£7.00 at the gate. A BOOKING FORM FOR THE LUNCH CAN BE DOWNLOADED FROM OUR WEBSITE OR SHOULD
BE ATTACHED TO THE NEWSLETTER IF YOU RECEIVE YOUR COPY BY MAIL.

DINNER AT THE ANGEL
Please note your diaries for Friday 19th September 2014.
WRFA Dinner at The Angel Hotel, Chippenham. Price £22.50
Booking form available shortly.
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Do you enjoy a game of GOLF?

Plans are at an early stage for there to be a WRFA GOLF TOURNAMENT
If you are interested in participating, please give
DAVID WARD

a call on 01672 513965

First World War Commemoration Event
All are invited to attend a county-wide First World War Commemoration Event
at 10.00am on 30th July 2014 at Tidworth Military Cemetery. The event will be
for communities across Wiltshire to come together to mark and commemorate the 10,000 soldiers from Wiltshire who gave their lives in World War One.
The special focus for the event will be the placing of 10,000 crosses on a wall
of remembrance. Parking, including disabled parking, will be available adjacent to the cemetery and refreshments will be served. For further details, contact John Craig on 01380 726343.

Tickets are now on sale. Price for a one-day ticket is £34.00 on
11th July and £44.00 on other days.
Must be purchased on the internet.
Call John Craig 01380 726343 if you have no internet access.
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Ken Seager

KEN’S PAGE

Chairman of the

The view from the very top of the

Board of Trustees
FIRE FIGHTERS CHARITY

The other day when giving a presentation on the Fire Fighters
Charity, I was asked if it was still possible to rent accommodation at any of our three centres.
The answer is an emphatic “YES” !
There are certain times of the year when the occupancy at
our centres is naturally low. But it’s these opportunities when
we are able to offer any vacancies at our centres as rental
accommodation for members of the fire & rescue community
and their families. Rest assured that the revenue generated
from our rental breaks goes straight back into the charity and
enables us to upgrade existing facilities and services for members of the fire and rescue community in times of need; so
you can fundraise with your feet up!

Part of the 300 acres of HARCOMBE HOUSE estate,
near Chudleigh in Devon

HARCOMBE HOUSE, DEVON

Housed in a stunning Grade II listed property, commanding spectacular views of Dartmoor, Harcombe House is the
perfect place to relax and recover. The main house has 13 en-suite guest rooms, with an additional 28 detached
bungalows set in the grounds of the house. Boasting 300 acres of woodlands as part of the estate, Harcombe House
is the ideal base for those who wish to escape the hustle and bustle of daily life.
MARINE COURT, WEST SUSSEX

Littlehampton beach is one of the finest in Sussex
and it is very close to Marine Court

Marine Court was built in 1964 and was the first of the Charity’s purpose built facilities. It has been extensively modernised
and refurbished over recent years. Set in the coastal town of
Littlehampton, Marine Court is only a short stroll from the
town centre and also the promenade. Littlehampton offers excellent coach, rail or bus connections to both local and even
regional attractions, including the historic sites of Portsmouth
and the cosmopolitan and lively city of Brighton. Marine Court
bedrooms have been furnished to a high standard and have tea/
coffee making facilities and freeview TV. There are four selfcatering apartments, with either two or three bedrooms, all
with well equipped kitchens, dining/lounge areas and modern
bathrooms.

JUBILEE HOUSE, CUMBRIA

Located in the beautiful Cumbrian Lake District, Jubilee House is situated in
ten acres of grounds within the picturesque village of Eamont Bridge, one
mile from the historic town of Penrith. First class accommodation is provided both inside the centre and in a limited number of of two and three
bedroom bungalows on the site. Accommodation is equipped with everything you will need to enjoy a pleasant stay. Guests at Jubilee House have
access to a huge array of local attractions and amenities.

You can obtain full details of the availability and price on our
website www.firefighterscharity.org.uk (click on SHOP on the
homepage and then on “Holiday Rental Breaks” on the shop
page. Or you can telephone the relevant centre using the number shown on the webpage or phone main office 01256366566

Ken Seager
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Jubliee House and grounds

Some questions about
our charity and the
answers to them.
I NEED HELP FROM THE CHARITY BUT HOW
DO I GET IT?
It could hardly be more simple! The first step is to
call the HELPLINE on 0800 389 8820 between 9am
and 5pm on Monday to Friday. You will find your
call answered by a well trained advisor who will listen carefully and then take the action that will initiate the advice and/or assistance you require.

IS THERE ANYONE LOCALLY THAT I CAN
TALK TO ABOUT THE CHARITY?
It is appreciated that even before and sometimes
after calling the HELPLINE a person may wish to
discuss in confidence their need of help. If you are a
member of the WRFA and you would like a face-toface meeting with a representative of the Association, this can be swiftly arranged. The WRFA works
closely with the Fire Fighters Charity to mutual benefit . Also, the charity has a Beneficiary Support expert who can be sent to talk with you from her base
in Devon.
WHAT CAN I DO TO HELP?

Our charity needs your help in a number of ways.
To keep the charity financially secure it must raise
over £8m every year. There are numerous ways that
you can contribute and becoming a member of the
REGULAR GIVER SCHEME is one of the best. To
join this scheme that facilitates regular payments
from your bank account to the charity, you can obtain a form from JOHN CRAIG on 01380 726343.
You may wish to give a regular sum and at the same
time take part in the FIRE FIGHTERS LOTTERY.
By playing the lottery you not only give valued support to the charity but you might win up to £25,000
in the monthly draw. To obtain a form to join the
lottery, give JOHN CRAIG a call now. Every moment you hesitate keeps you out of the game that
could win you a lot of cash.
DON’T DELAY, JOIN TODAY!
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The commemoration of the 70th anniversary of the D
-Day landings will have passed by without a mention
being made of the involvement of the National Fire
Service in this historic event. It has to be appreciated
that the contribution of the NFS, it being a noncombatant service, cannot be compared to that of the
fighting forces, but, nevertheless, valuable work was
done by fire fighters.

the selection process was rigorous and many failed it,
resulting in another appeal for volunteers having to be
promulgated in May 1944.
The fire fighters that were successfully recruited into
the new contingent were undoubtedly an elite unit and
they were issued with shoulder flashes bearing the
words ‘Overseas Contingent’ together with other variations from standard NFS uniform such as a beret, a
From the early months of 1943, the southern counties of brown webbing belt, army boots with gaiters.
England started to be used as temporary billeting and
The special training given to members of the ‘Overseas
storage areas for the massive numbers of troops and
Contingent’ was aimed at bringing them to a high level
their equipment, ammunition and fuel needed for the
of physical fitness. In many ways it mimicked the training
invasion of Normandy. This meant that the fire load in
given to soldiers attached to ‘commando’ units except,
counties such as Wiltshire, Hampshire and Dorset inof course, that no weapon training was given to the
creased very significantly and the NFS had to react to
firemen. The training even included sessions in foreign
this. These areas of increased risk were designated as
languages. The advanced element of the training inBLUE ZONE and fire crews and pumps from NFS revolved the NFS men being instructed in how to embark
gions of lower risk were temporarily moved into the
their pumps and other vehicles on landing craft and diszone to reinforce the fire fighting resources normally
there. By all accounts, this worked very successfully and embark them in France.
many fires that threatened to destroy ammunition, fuel
In Whitehall there was much thought having to be given
and military vehicles were dealt with efficiently by the
to the legal status of the Overseas Contingent if elements of it were ever deployed alongside or right beNFS without them reaching disastrous proportions.
hind the fighting forces. What would happen to NFS
Then, in March 1944, a call went out throughout the
men that might be captured by the enemy? In the end, it
NFS for volunteers to join a new unit designated
was decided to give the Overseas Contingent the status
OVERSEAS CONTINGENT. As its name implied,
this new NFS contingent was being formed to cross The of persons accompanying or following the fighting forces
Channel following up the advancing troops in Normandy as defined in the Army Act. It was hoped that should
any NFS men fall into the hands of the Nazis they would
and providing a fire fighting and fire prevention service
not be shot but treated as prisoners of war.
to the Allied Military. Women were barred from applying and male applicants had to be between the ages of 19 The contingent was organised into ‘columns’ with each
and 41. Applicants came forward in large numbers but
mobile column being equipped to be as self sufficient as

Home Secretary, Herbert Morrison MP, inspecting some of the NFS Overseas Contingent near Totton,
Hampshire in May 1944. Note the variations to standard NFS dress worn by the fire fighters (Photo by
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possible. It seems likely that the planning that went into
producing the post-war Auxiliary Fire Service mobile
columns probably leant heavily on the experience gained
from the Overseas Contingent mobile columns.
Gradually the manpower of the contingent was brought
up to full strength but only after the ban on recruiting
volunteers from London, Merseyside and the Midlands
was lifted. This ban was imposed so as not to seriously
deplete the NFS in these high fire risk areas of the country . However, it was later realised that it was within
these areas that lay the greatest experience in dealing
with fires caused by enemy action and so blitz-hardened
firemen were welcomed into the Overseas Contingent.
Another interesting element to NFS history in this period applies to the use of NFS fireboats. The NFS hierarchy expected that there would be a requirement for
marine fire fighting units to deal with fires and salvage
work within the massive fleet of vessels used to convey
the invasion forces to Normandy and supply them after
they set foot on French soil. A NFS fireboat flotilla was
formed, one of the largest boats of which was the Ocean
Fire. She had started life as a Belgium trawler and had
been converted into a fireboat by the NFS. As the DDay landings approached, Ocean Fire sailed from her normal berth in Milford Haven and joined the flotilla of
smaller fireboats that was based in Weymouth, Dorset.
After the invasion had begun, the flotilla was moved to
Yarmouth, Isle of Wight, and anticipation was high that
the NFS boats would soon be in action off the French
coast. However, the Army Fire Service had fireboats and
these did all that could be done off the landing beaches
and the NFS flotilla never saw active service.
The D-Day landings did, of course, take place on 6th
June 1944 and a decision then had to be made on whether or not to deploy one or more columns of the NFS
Overseas Contingent to support the invasion forces. The
top brass of the British Army soon made their feelings
known that they did not want the responsibility of looking after the NFS as the liberation of France, Belgium and
the Netherlands gathered pace. However, the Americans
took an opposing view and stated that they would welcome NFS support. In January 1945, one column of the
Overseas Contingent under the command of Divisional
Officer J.M. Kelly was sent to France. The column was
attached to the Twelfth (US) Army Group and contemporary reports show that the NFS and US Army personnel soon struck up a very cordial and effective working
relationship.
The serious impact that loss of fuel and ammunition
through fire could have on the allied campaign was very
much understood by the Americans and the potential for
disastrous fires was massive. For example, one fuel depot dealt with the decanting of petrol into jerry cans and
a total of 1.5 million gallons was handled every day. Remarkably, German prisoners of war were often placed
on the nozzles of the petrol pipes from whence the jerry
cans were being filled. The risk of explosion and fire
must have been enormous and so it is little wonder that
the US Army was so glad to have the Overseas Contingent working with them at such sites.
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NFS Fireboat crew drill with rocket gun
The flotilla of NFS fireboats was on standby to sail from
the Isle of Wight to help the invasion but they were
never deployed.
Divisional Officer Kelly soon found that his resources
were severely stretched with his pumps and crews being scattered over an area of 30,000 square miles. By
the time the column was sent home, the most northern
element of the NFS was stationed at Wegberg actually
inside Germany and the most southern was at Verdun
in France. So much useful work for the Overseas Contingent was found that it raises doubts about the decision to only send one column overseas. Hundreds of
major incidents were dealt with by the Overseas Contingent and the number of fires they prevented is incalculable.
The relationship between the US Army and the Overseas Contingent grew so close that the NFS men were
issued with American working rig uniform and they
temporarily adopted US Army ranks to avoid confusion. So, for example, a NFS Section Leader was referred to as ‘Sergeant’.
After seven months of hectic activity the Column was
withdrawn and returned to England. By that time, Sir
David Somervell had succeeded Herbert Morrison as
Home Secretary. Sir David wrote to the returning NFS
men a letter containing the following:
I have had reports of the hardships you endured
and the zeal and efficiency with which you carried
out the duties entrusted to you....I congratulate you
and welcome you back to your homes and friends.

Your article rather got me going. What will be my marks
out of 10, I wonder?
THE EXTINGUISHER : The one hanging on the wall of my
garage says L&G Quart Size Hand Pump Carbon Tetrachloride Fire Extinguisher. Pyrene also made them.
Last used five minutes ago to see if it still works (it does).
Last used in anger on a fire in a Salamander oil burning
stove in a garage. Longstone Road, Eastbourne, Sussex on
29th March 1962 when I transferred there from London. I
simply could not believe what I saw, knocked the extinguisher out of the fireman’s hands who was using it , got a
hose reel on the flames putting them out with a few quick
squirts of water spray. On return to station I was ordered
into the Station Officer’s office for a
“reprimanding”....because I had caused a dent in the
lovely, shiny brass extinguisher. Not a word about
the potential for someone to be killed by the deadly gas mentioned below.A close friend of mine who served
with me in the most pedantic, rule ridden, stuck in the mud fire brigade I ever experienced (remember, I
moved from the LFB with 119 stations and about 4,000 personnel to a one station County Borough with about
50 personnel) still remembers the event! To give an example of my caustic comment just consider that on
another incident I cut off a padlock and the Station Officer made me pay the premises owner to replace it,
and I did so at two shillings and ten pence a week! The Station Officer when admonishing me said he didn’t
want any LFB heavy handed procedures on his station! Oh what joy!!!!!
BACK TO THE EXTINGUISHER : The contents were quite volatile and over time the liquid leaked or vapour escaped up the pump stem because the cork washer sealing it broke down requiring top ups at monthly intervals. However, in the mid-1960s a plastic sealing washer was brought out to resolve the problem, and it did
because my extinguisher is still half full although many years old. The chemical was as indicated above, CARBON TETRA CHLORIDE (known as CTC) with a chemical formula CHCl3. It was rumoured to have some sort of
aphrodisiac effect on those who breathed the fumes (not according to my wife!)

In Training School I was told of the dangers in using CTC, firstly in enclosed spaces. It might put a fire out but likewise put you
out too. It had an inhibitory effect (substitution of oxygen of about 15%. The secondary effect was that phosgene gas could
be produced when the gas was involved with chemical combustion process, notably when in contact with hot metal
when in the liquid form. My understanding is that the complicated chemical reaction is that the hot metal might act as a
catalyst to produce phosgene with a chemical formula of COCL2. Phosgene was used to fill some shells fired during World
War One and the gas had severe effects upon the respiratory system, although symptoms did not always manifest themselves immediately. CTC was withdrawn as an extinguishing agent in 1989 after ratification of the Montreal Protocol banning substances that damaged the ozone layer.
Why can I remember the above from my days in the LFB Training School over 55 years ago but I cannot recall my mobile
phone number?

Maurice Johnson

Well done, Maurice! You have scored maximum points and have been awarded ‘ A Star’ grading.
Editor
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CAPTION COMPETITION
During a visit to New Zealand in 1989, our Secretary &
Treasurer, John Craig, then in post as CFO of Wiltshire,
visited a safari park and met with some lion cubs.
The only witness to the “attack” shown in the photo
(right) was Margaret Craig, John’s wife, who was not
motivated to interrupt the cub’s meal but instead
snatched up her camera and took this photograph.
Submissions for the competition for the best caption
to accompany this photo are now welcome. Margaret will judge the winner but declines to show the
photos taken of the teeth marks as these are retained in her album marked “Most Private”. Closing
date for entries is 15th July.

The winner of the photo caption competition in the last edition of ‘THE BRANCH’ was judged to be
PATRICK GILLIAM-HILL
He wins a book token for his entry
“I’d rather have a pint”

25th June WALKING GROUP, Cotswold Water Park
15th/16th July WALKING GROUP , South Wales
8th August

Dray Horse Holiday. The Raven Pub, Poulshot

16th August

Lunch at Wilton House & Wessex Country Fair

19th September Dinner at the Angel, Chippenham
12th Oct. Royal Marines Association Concert, Trowbridge
8th November Remembrance Event, Devizes Town Hall
13th December Christmas Festive LUNCH, Royal Wootton Bassett
DISCLAIMER—Wiltshire Retired Firefighters Association
Any opinions published in this newsletter are not necessarily shared by the Association.
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